Latest information regarding the
B2E Supply Chain Services
Offering

SUPPLY CHAIN
SERVICES
Helping businesses to deliver innovative
supply chain solutions and transformation
to enable future business success

Lead Principal: Mark Fogerty

SUPPLY CHAIN
SERVICES
OVERVIEW
Supply Chain planning and
execution is at the heart of
business performance and the
customer experience.
B2E Consulting has a wealth of Supply Chain
expertise with Blue Chip companies on
improvement change projects and
transformational programmes. Our
consultants have experience right across the
Supply Chain from rapid opportunity
assessment, through modelling and detailed
design to implementation and delivering
ongoing improvements.

TYPICAL
CHALLENGES
The breadth of Supply Chain and Logistics
challenges continues to grow, placing greater
demands on practitioners and teams, in a sector
already suffering from skill shortages.

Today’s supply chain
challenges include;
Managing capacity, year-on-year cost reduction, risk
and resilience
Availability of technical, BAU, analytical & change skills
Balancing innovation vs executing the basics
A drive for innovation vs pragmatism
Excellence today vs strategy & change tomorrow
Delivering robust solutions & analysis vs pace
Understanding appropriate application of
automation and technology

UNIQUE
SOLUTIONS
B2E Consulting combines analytical,
modelling and solutions design, with
operational pragmatism and ability to
implement and deliver change. The result is
solutions that work.

Improvement identification across cost,
service, working capital and systems
Business Case development
Supply chain operating models
Analysis, network, routing and capacity
modelling
Warehouse layout, flow and equipment
selection
Automation and associated process &
organisation
Logistics systems design & implementation
3PL engagement and management
Network, parcel & pallet partners
Specification, procurement & contracting of
partners
Business Case and benefits management
Cost to Serve analysis
Logistics organisational Development
Change planning, governance & delivery
Assurance & Exec-level Supply Chain NED

Mark Fogerty is the
B2E Consulting
Principal leading the
Supply Chain
offering. Mark has a
rare blend of
consulting,
operations &
implementation
experience, analytical ability, logistics
solutions and change management.
Mark has vast logistics experience and
proven track record in identifying and
delivering structured improvements and
transformational change across sectors,
across the Supply Chain, and from work in
traditional and unique environments.
He provides objective insights and
solutions with a hands-on approach and
pragmatism. He brings pace, structure and
governance with the organisational
development to ensure a lasting legacy.

Service Offerings at B2E
Consulting are supported by
our community of over 20,000
high calibre, expert
consultants, many with Supply
Chain experience.
Our scale means that we are able to build
teams of genuine Supply Chain experts,
usually with more than 10 years relevant
experience to help support client
initiatives. Ensuring we fully understand
client’s goals, content and context. We
expect to work with a client team to
ensure engagement in the design and
delivery, and also build a lasting legacy of
continuous improvement.

1.

Immediate access to
quality consultants
at significantly lower
cost

a “gig economy”
consulting company
with access to over
20,000 'high calibre'
management
consultants offering “full
service” to interim
consulting

2.

Specialist delivery
through a consulting
community of
>20,000 experts

Trusted by...

Why B2E?

3.

We understand
transformation - our
B2E team share >200
years top tier
consultancy
experience

The majority of our
B2E Community
have come from the
top 10 global
consultancy firms

>50%
B2E Community has
'Financial Services' experience.
(>10,000 Consultants)

www.b2econsulting.com

Since 2002, our
Consultants have
worked on ~700
business
transformation
assignments across a
range of areas,
technologies and
business challenges

